
For more information, give us a call, 
check out our website or send us an email.

(904) 620-2729
www.unf.edu/coas/physics
w.huelsnitz@unf.edu

Prefer to tweet or like? 
You can do that too!

        @UNFPhysics

        /UNFPhysicsDepartment

Want to see for yourself?

The best way to decide if the UNF Physics Department is right 
for you is to come experience it yourself. We’d be happy to 
schedule a visit, connect you with current physics majors 
and show you all our coolest toys.

University of North Florida

PHYSICS
Where the universe is 

simply a great machine?

Unlike larger institutions with graduate programs, our 
undergraduates are the ones doing the work, which stands 
out to employers and graduate schools. Here are some of the 
schools our graduates have gotten advanced degrees from:

Auburn University
Cologne University in Germany    
Florida State University
Georgia State University
Michigan State University
Nanyang Technological University    
Ohio State University

If you think becoming a professor is the only answer, we’ve got 
something to show you! Here are just some of the positions 
our graduates have attained with their UNF physics degrees:

Manufacturing engineering technician .... J&J Vision Care, Inc.
Engineer ............................................................. Bausch + Lomb
Senior staff data scientist .......................................... GE Digital
Senior analytical chemist ................. ADPEN Laboratories, Inc.
Quality engineer ...................................................... Saft Battery
Sr. software engineer ........................................................ Apple
Logistics officer ............................................. U.S. Marine Corps
Test engineer ................................................. Unison Industries
Resident physician ........................... Grady Memorial Hospital
Patent attorney .............................................. U.S. Patent Office 
CEO ....................................................................... Made in Space
Senior VP, audit director ................................. Bank of America
Operations analyst ............................................ Deutsche Bank
Information security analyst ...................................... Nemours
High school teacher ................... Duval County Public Schools

Rice University
UC Berkeley
UC Davis
University of Florida
University of Georgia
University of South Florida
University of Utah 

What are you going to do with that physics degree?

Haven’t heard of UNF Physics? That’s OK! 
Stanford, Cornell and Johns Hopkins have!



Physics majors pursue a wide variety of career 

paths, many of which are not what you might 

expect. Interested in ...

The UNF Bachelor of Science physics program focuses on 
preparing graduates for employment in a wide array of 
technical and non-technical fields. Customize your degree 
by choosing from the following tracks:

 • Traditional physics
 • Astrophysics
 • Pre-medical physics
 • Engineering physics: Mechanical, Electrical or Computing emphasis
 • Materials science 
 • Physics teaching options

UNF physics offers the following PAID opportunities:

 • Hercules Scholarship
 • Shacter Scholarship
 • Summer Student Research Grant
 • Teaching Apprenticeship Grant
 • Internships at local partners 
 • Grading for department courses
 • Research with faculty grant support

The Society of Physics Students (SPS) and Astronomy clubs 
are very active. Students participate in astronomy nights, 
go camping and take trips to places like NASA!

Bachelor of Science physics program

WHY UNF?
See what physics has to offer.

We invest in you!

Student clubs and activities

Medicine or law?

As a group, physics bachelor’s are among the top two 
highest scoring majors on both the MCAT and LSAT. Medical 
schools are flooded with applications from biology majors. 
Get a physics degree on our pre-medical track and stand 
out. Ask us about our student who is working on 3D 
printing of medical implants at Mayo Clinic Jacksonville.

Data science?

Data science employers need people who can find patterns 
and insights in large sets of data. Many physics research 
projects produce HUGE datasets, which means programming 
is essential in physics. Get a physics degree on our 
computing emphasis track and build your programming 
skills while learning physics. Ask us about our analysis 
of the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope data.

Teaching?

Want to have great job security and be a hero all at the 
same time? Only 47 percent of high school physics classes 
are taught by a teacher with a physics degree. In Florida, on 
average, only 25 percent of high school students even take 
physics. The need for quality physics teachers is UNDENIABLE. 
Get a physics degree with a minor in education and bring 
the subject you love to high school students. Ask us about 
our paid Teaching Apprenticeship which gives you a 
chance to help a local physics teacher.

Did you know?

UNF is one of a very few primarily
undergraduate universities with a helium 
liquefier and molecular beam epitaxy lab.


